
The 2010 ATA Trade Show, held
January 13-15 at the Greater
Columbus Convention Cen-

ter, drew nearly 12 percent more
attendees than in 2009. It featured
478 exhibitors, 25 more than in 2009.
The total included 90 first-time
exhibitors, as well as 24 start-up
companies in the ATA’s new
Innovation Zone. The exhibitors
combined to rent 154,320 square feet
of booth space, nearly 1,400 more
square feet than 2009. 

The Show — the industry’s
largest and most inclusive event —
achieved three things critical to pro-
viding value to ATA members:
· Boosted sales for manufacturers 
· Increased savings for retailers 
·Maximized industry investments

for archery and bowhunting pro-
grams nationwide 
“(The Show) is a unique, impor-

tant component of our overall strate-
gy,” said Gary Cornum, marketing
director for Easton Technical
Products. “Our sales force is here,

our retailers are here, our pro staff is
here, all the manufacturers are here,
and the ATA is here. There’s no other
place, or venue, or time of year
where we have the opportunity to
have everyone who matters in one
place.”

Michele Eichler, CEO of Muzzy
Products said, “The Show had a pos-
itive, upbeat atmosphere that was
absolutely wonderful. During the
few times we got a break in traffic, it
let us catch our breath and get ready
for the next onslaught. The dealers
were buying. Order-writing went
very well, at least even or above last
year.”

Steve Sims, the founder and
president of Sims Vibration
Laboratory said, “It has been a good
show for us for years. Being there is a
really important part of our busi-
ness. I was able to launch this com-
pany 12 years ago because of the ATA
Show. I wouldn’t have an archery
company without it.”

Mark Garcia, sales director of

TruGlo said, “Traffic was probably
average for us, but the retailers were
very serious about business. They sat
down and wrote orders. They weren’t
just kicking tires. They got down to
business. On a scale of 1 to 10, order-
writing was probably a 7, so it was a
solid show for us.”

Scott Slates, owner and presi-
dent of Toxonics said, “Everyone
attends the Show to see who’s got the
latest hot products. Whether they
buy there or go through their buying
group, they attend because the
entire industry is gathered under
one roof. It’s the one venue where
you see everyone, along with the lat-
est archery products. The ATA always
puts on a quality show. This year was
no different. We were very satisfied.”

At the ATA Trade Show, attendees
found the most exhibitors, the
widest range of products and the
greatest diversity of archery and
bowhunting professionals. There’s
also the direct contact, the ability to
touch and test the products and the
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2010 Trade Show Inspires Sales,
Savings, Long-Term Growth

By Amy Hatfield, ATA Communications Manager

The annual industry-owned trade show is an important order-writ-
ing opportunity for manufacturers.

The 7,000 on-line show registrations helped minimize the time
spent waiting in line for other attendees.
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opportunity to talk directly to those
who have developed the products. 

“Most importantly, we under-
stand that attending the show is a
business decision,” said Jay
McAninch, ATA president/CEO. “To
that end, we will continue to keep
our costs as low as possible and we
will urge exhibitors to offer show
specials and good pricing, we will
work with buying groups like ARRO
and NABA so they can service their
members at our show, and we will
pledge to maintain the largest, most
inclusive collection of archery and
bowhunting industry representation
in the world.”

Upward Trends
Externally, McAninch hopes sev-

eral show trends suggest the world
economy is improving. For instance,
international attendance continued
growing, with 51 percent more inter-
national retail and distributor com-
panies attending. International
manufacturers also showed
increased interest in the U.S. market
and the ATA Trade Show.

Further, exhibitors brought

more staff to the 2010 Show, a rever-
sal from 2009 when many cut
staffing to save travel expenses in the
face of a weak economy. The ATA
verified nearly 3,300 exhibitor staff
members at the Show, about 650
more than in 2009.

“We brought our normal
number of staff last year, but we
ramped it up this year,” said Johnny
Grace, vice president of new business
development at Parker Compound
Bows. “We increased our booth
space and our demo area this year
because we had a lot more happen-
ing, so we needed extra folks on the
floor.”

David White, president and CEO
of Cajun Archery said the 2010 Show
exceeded expectations. “This was
the best show we ever had,” White
said. “We had great traffic in the
booth, we wrote orders, and we had
better sales than a year ago. We were
very busy, and the people we saw
were serious.”

Bill Levin, founder and owner of
Doinker said, “The show was very,
very successful for us. There didn’t
seem to be any downtime. We were

Put Magnum 
Power behind your 

broadhead.™

www.eastonarchery.com

*Up to $15.00 Mail-In Consumer Rebate on FULL METAL JACKET arrows. 
Limited time, visit www.eastonarchery.com/rebate for details.
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The 12 percent boost in attendees over the 2009 show in Indianapolis set a very posi-
tive tone for the 2010 event.
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busy from the time the show opened
until late into the third day. We do a
fair amount of order writing at the
show, but most of our orders come
later.” 

Exhibitors also rented a record
40 shooting lanes for the Show. “We
had a lot of people trying out our
bows in the shooting lanes,” said
Jeremy Eldridge, marketing manager
for Hoyt. “Our shooting lanes were
packed nonstop.” 

Big Buck Tags 
Saved Big Bucks

Many exhibitors took part in the
ATA’s new Big Buck Tags coupon pro-
gram, which offered retailers $5,000
worth of coupons to use when plac-
ing orders. Every retail shop attend-
ing the show received the coupon
book, which helped drive dealers
into exhibitors’ booths.

“We were very pleased, very
excited about how we did. The ATA’s
Big Buck Tags program was a hit,”
said Jimmy Primos, chief operating
officer at Primos Hunting Calls. “A
ton of dealers came through. We

launched several major product
lines, and dealer acceptance was
tremendous.” 

Taylor Edwards, sales represen-
tative for Gold Tip said, “Order writ-
ing was definitely up. The Big Bucks
Program worked out well. I personal-
ly wrote probably 20 orders off those
coupons. It seemed like a lot of deal-
ers were there. I was happy with the
show.”

The Big Buck Tags program
addressed exhibitor and retailer
demands highlighted in a 2009 post
Trade Show survey. The survey – ini-
tiated by ATA and conducted by
Responsive Management – found
nearly 70 percent of retailers rated it
“very important” to save money on
product by attending the show. 

“You can’t afford not to come
here,” said Bill Ernst, owner of The
Archery Shop in Minster, Ohio.
“There’s always good deals. You just
have to watch what you’re buying
and make sure you understand the
deal. I’ve been here five days total,
and it’s not cheap, but it’s well worth
it. You more than cover your costs.”

Dealers attending the show also
took advantage of other savings and
incentive programs to help offset
travel and lodging costs. For
instance, the ATA offered reduced
hotel rates — some as low at $99 per
night —through its reserved hotel
block. Show attendees were also
offered exclusive discounts for eater-
ies in the Convention Center’s food
court, and discount coupons for
high-end restaurants near the show
venue.

Savings, Efficiency and
Education

Also this year, the ATA launched
an online registration system.
Registration opened November 12 to
everyone in the industry. By January
8 — four days before the Show
opened — 7,000 people registered
online, with more than 1,000 pour-
ing in during the final week before
the Show.

“Online pre-registration was so
overwhelming that it was the biggest
Trade Show story of the past year,”
McAninch said. “Pre-registrations
for the all-important dealer-buyer-

distributor category met or sur-
passed its three-day attendance fig-
ures at several previous shows.”

Each time attendees register
online, they save the ATA money by
reducing the workload at ATA offices.
A faxed or phoned-in registration
requires someone to manually
record the registration, but online
transactions automatically register
attendees.

Those weren’t the only programs
that benefited attendees. Buddy
Poindexter, of Poindexter Bait Inc.,
Gallatin, Tennessee said the show’s
morning seminars are consistently
valuable. “The seminars are one of
the best benefits of coming here,”
Poindexter said. “I’ve heard all the
speakers at least once, and even the
ones I’ve seen more than once
always have something different to
say. Going to the classes helps us do
a better job for the customer, helps
justify charging a little more for our
services, and allows us to talk to
other dealers to find out what
they’re going through. It’s a great
opportunity to learn about the
industry.”

Tracy and Sandy Taylor of
Lynchburg, Tennessee, operate
Taylor’s Archery, which enjoyed its
best year ever in 2009. “We’re hoping
for even better things this year
because we plan to expand the
shop,” Sandy said. “We go to the
classes to learn all we can. We
attended the grass-roots marketing
class this year to improve our mar-
keting for the shop. The class was
very good.”

Investing in 
Archery’s Future

Conservative estimates indicate
the event generated $8 million to $10
million in direct spending by ATA
Trade Show attendees in Columbus,
a substantial economic impact. The
event creates a ripple effect that ben-
efits not only the host city, but also
long-term efforts extending far
beyond the show.

Not the least of those benefits
goes to growth of archery and
bowhunting, a return on invest-
ment for the industry. The ATA
Trade Show net revenues are direct-
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ed into projects to grow archery and
bowhunting, including:
· School-based archery instruction,

primarily through the National
Archery in the Schools Program
(NASP). Other programs include
the Olympic Archery in Schools;
After-school archery programs
such as the After School Archery
Program (ASAP) and the Junior
Olympic Archery Development
program (JOAD) 

· ATA’s development and imple-
mentation of the new Explore
Bowhunting Program 

· Constructing and refurbishing
archery ranges 

· Planning and construction of
indoor and outdoor community
archery parks and shooting cen-
ters 

· Protection and promotion of new
or existing bowhunting programs 

· Support for recruitment staffing
for selected state agencies 

· Contributions to the Easton
Sports Development Foundation
Centers for Archery Excellence.

In addition, the centerpiece of
ATA’s efforts to grow archery and
bowhunting is its Community
Archery Strategy, a concept that typ-
ically begins with developing an
archery shooting park and facilities
where archers can shoot year-round.
This is followed by a concerted effort
to establish introductory archery
and bowhunting programs into
schools and recreation programs.

“We attend the ATA Show not
just to see our dealers and introduce
our product lines,” said Blake Shelby,
PSE marketing director. “We’re here
to support the ATA, because the ATA
is supporting the entire industry by
working for our sports’ future. This is
a long-term investment for PSE. It’s
not about the show’s location or how
many orders we write here. The bot-
tom line for everyone in this building
is that we need to be here for our
sport.”

All of it, however, depends on a
strong annual Trade Show. Without
the show’s tremendous funding
capabilities, many established pro-
grams would have to look elsewhere
for their operating revenues.

McAninch said ATA maximizes show
revenues for these programs by
using its own staff to run the show,
and relies on volunteers wherever
possible.

“Our purpose is to create busi-
ness forums for industry profession-
als attending the show, rather than
coordinate social functions for
them,” said McAninch. “We want
programs that save time, money and
effort for everyone attending the
show. If a program doesn’t meet
those objectives, we improve it or try
something else.”

The 2011 ATA Trade Show
returns to Indianapolis, January 6-8.
“We’re excited about returning to
Indianapolis – the site of our show’s
long-term success – and Indy’s revi-
talized downtown,” he said. “The
Convention Center is connected to
three new hotels, where we can offer
rooms for less than $100 a night. The
city is also packaging substantial dis-
counts for convenient parking and
restaurants. I think Indy has the
potential to be another record show.”

Other news from the 2010 ATA
Trade Show

– Attendance at the ATA
Academy – the Trade Show’s morn-
ing seminar series – attracted 1,015
people during its three-day run.
Attendance at Wednesday’s seminars
hit 362, a record for Day 1 atten-
dance.

– Industry professionals came to
Columbus from every state except
Hawaii. Ohio topped the list with 820
attendees, and then it was Michigan,
628; Indiana, 406; Wisconsin, 393;
and Illinois, 337.

– ATA CEO/President Jay
McAninch received the Muzzy Tall
Man Award from the Muzzy
Products Corporation. Muzzy’s CEO,
Michele Eichler, said McAninch’s
vision and the comprehensive pro-
grams he established the past 10
years ensure the industry’s strength
and continued growth. In accepting
the award, McAninch gave the credit
to his staff and the ATA’s Board of
Directors.
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Burt Coyote Company and the Lumenok brand were part of the
2010 ARRO Hot Show that for several years has preceded the ATA Show.
ARRO is a dealer-owned buying group that includes 175 retail members
and 190 vendors like this Yates City, Illinois firm founded by Curt and Eric
Price. Curt is shown at right with daughter Melissa. They were talking to
ARRO members about the improvement to the Lumenok and why it
helps to mount them after using the Fletched Arrow Squaring Tool
(F.A.S.T.). Curt is demonstrating how that simple tool insures nocks and
points are mounted straight to the shaft. All you have to do is spin the
shaft against a replaceable sanding disk to insure square seating and
good electrical contact.

For 2010, most Lumenoks have replaceable batteries and those bat-
teries are mounted in a way they can dislodge on a bone hit or other
heavy impact, preventing damage to the lighted nock itself. Get more
information at (309) 358-1602.

Mike Wieck, head
of Mike Wieck Sales
and Ron Bice of
Wildlife Research
Center stood near a
photo guiding how
the items in the Profit
Pro Pack should be
displayed. Bice said
the scent firm sells
other packages that
wholesale from $199
to $1,999, all of which
typically offer retail-
ers a bigger margin
than buying individ-
ual items. The 12
member rep group
tells retailers in its territory that “Wildlife Research is the num-
ber one selling, best advertised, most complete line in the busi-
ness.” Reach the Minnesota firm at (800) USE LURE.

ARRO Member John Stone of Archery Hut in Lebanon, Oregon,
offered a strong recommendation for Rinehart Targets after
checking the previous year’s sales figures with James McGovern
(left in photo at left). Stone said not only does he stock the back-
yard targets like the 18-1 and the new RhinoBlock, but he uses the
firm’s premium 3-D targets on his indoor range.“They take a lot of
abuse. We leave them up six months out of the year so they really
get hammered. The Rinehart targets outlast other brands 10-1 and

the arrows come out easy.”
On the main show floor

Rinehart helped drive traffic
to the booth by putting keys
into the Goodie Bags distrib-
uted to retailers, keys that
might unlock this massive elk
target (at left) or win one of
25 RhinoBlocks like the one
below where Rinehart’s
Barbara McGovern demon-
strates the replaceable core.
Reach her at (608) 757-8153.

By Equipment Specialist Mike Raykovicz, Business Editor John Kasun and Publisher Tim Dehn
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An “Xtreme Limb Technology” 
variation of TenPoint’s premium-
performance family of CLS models.

Introducing the

Radically Compact
13.5-inch from axle-to-axle when cocked.

Lightweight and Balanced
Only 7LB. 11OZ. and perfectly balanced. 

Quiet
Like its CLS predecessor it produces an 
uncommonly quiet shot.

Affordable
Designed and manufactured to deliver 
high-end performance, at an accessible price.

NEW!
for 2010

www.tenpointcrossbows.com

315 FPS*

180 LB. Draw Weight

92.5 FP Kinetic Energy*

* 420 grain arrow

Handle and shoot the NEW Turbo XLT
at your local dealer.
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Kwikee Kwiver’s Shirley Gelinas shows Tommy Bailey the latest from that vet-
eran quiver manufacturer, a combo pack that pairs the Kwikee Combo Kwiver in
Lost Camo with a special High Riser bracket.The perforated aluminum High Riser

moves the quiver 1-5/8 inches in and 3-7/8
inches higher, keeping the arrows within the
profile of most shorter bows. The lightweight
bracket is outfitted with a Mathews Harmonic
Damper. The quiver itself is a four-arrow
model with twin grippers that allow it to han-
dle fixed or mechanical heads.

In all, Kwikee offers four styles of quivers in
9 different camo patterns, as well as black. All
are packed in clamshells for attractive, easy
display on racks or walls. Reach Kwikee Kwiver
in Michigan at (231) 267-5685.

Lou Evans of LVE Hunting
Decals shows Anna Herold of
Butch’s Sports World, Palmyra,
Missouri a “bouquet” of arrows
featuring the company’s latest
styles. In its 10th anniversary the
firm has added 10 new styles of
bright, long-lasting arrow wraps.
Reach the decal and arrow wrap
manufacturer in Kentucky at
(270) 275-9702.

Trophy Taker has  added to
the T-Lock line of broadheads
where the blades lock into the
ferrule with a T-shaped base.
The curved Shuttle T-Lock has
been joined by a Terminal T-
Lock that uses straight edges
on the blade. The first produc-
tion models were shipped in
July of 2009, according to
Zach Butcher. Ruthie Lile is
holding the newer head,
which may be an easier sell to
your customers since it lacks
the “space shuttle” profile to
the blade. Reach Trophy Taker
at (406) 826-0600. Kim Vickory showed ArrowTrade the latest case from

Vanguard, a form-fitted crossbow case molded from
tough HDPE (high density polyethylene.) The case is sized
to accommodate a scope and has rugged straps, latches
and wheels. To save space, it stands on its nose. The new
case retails for about $200. Reach the manufacturer in
Michigan at (734) 449-1200.
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Radically Compact

Lightweight and Balanced

Quiet

Affordable

NEW!

Handle and shoot the NEW Turbo XLT at ATA.

ATA Show / Booth #2401
SHOT Show / Booth #1403

IWA Fair / Hall 5, Stand #215

315 FPS*

180 LB. Draw Weight

92.5 FP Kinetic Energy*

THE INVADER

305FPS 180LB. Draw Weight 86.8FP Kinetic Energy

w w w. w i c k e d r i d g e c r o s s b o w s . c o m

byby

1

 PowerTouch™ Trigger 

 Patented trigger technology 

 offers a 3.5 lb pull, the 

 smoothest and quietest in 

 the industry.

2

 DFI™ The industry safety 

 leader which prevents 

 fi ring the crossbow without 

 an arrow.

3

 ACU-52™ New quick-install, 

 sleek, patented, integrated, self- 

 retracting rope cocking system 

 that is unmatched in the industry.
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The precision Armortech hunting sights from T.R.U.-Ball’s Axcel sight line
drew the attention of Michael Costello and Richard Johnson (far right) of Hall’s
Arrows in Manchester, Connecticut during the ARRO Hot Show. Retailing for up
to $324, these sights use tool-free click-stop micro adjustments for gang and
windage. You can also micro-adjust one or more pins by loosening their set

screws and turning a second dial.
Like the company’s tournament
sights these models adjust for all
three axis and in the smaller pin
sizes you can set the pins close
enough to get 10 yard increments
on arrow speeds up to 450 fps.

For the T.R.U.-Ball product line
Randy Summers (left) showed us
the Absolute release line with ball
bearing floating heads. The four
finger model lets you choose
between firing with thumb or
pinkie finger. The releases adjust
for both sear engagement and
trigger pressure. Reach the
Virginia firm at (434) 929-2800.

Gold Tip’s Tim Gillingham talks with Kim Meester (left) and
Pat Donnavan of Archery Outfitters in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota, about the Utah firm’s latest arrows and components.

Gillingham said Gold Tip has introduced new Velocity hunt-
ing shafts that are built like the Ultralight shafts on the target
side of the line-up. A Velocity Pro offers a weight tolerance of
+/- . 5 grains and a straightness tolerance of .001 inch, yet is 25
to 30 grains lighter than the Pro Hunter. The Velocity XT has
tolerances similar to the XT Hunter, but will let customers pick
up 12 to 15 fps. The Velocity Hunter is the most affordable of
the new shafts, with a weight tolerance of +/- 2 grains and a
straightness tolerance of .006. All three new shafts are avail-
able in 300, 400 and 500 spine.

With the lighter hunting shafts come lighter components.
The Accu-lite nock weighs 8.3 grains, compared to 11.5 for a GT
Nock. The Accu-Lite insert is 11.4 grains and has multiple flats
milled into it, Gillingham explained, to improve the bond with
adhesive. Gold Tip has developed a new HD Pin Nock for hunt-
ing shafts, tough enough to handle the acceleration from speed
bows like the McPherson Monster and PSE X-Force Omen. Like
the GT Pin Nock for target shafts, the 6.1 grain HD Pin Nock
offers precise alignment, great shaft protection and easy
replacement. Reach Gold Tip at (800) 551-0541.

PSE Engineering Manager David Kronengold (right) takes bow tester
Jon Silks (center) and his son Michael through the expanding crossbow
line. Building on the success of the super accurate, super powerful TAC 15
model introduced at the 2009 ATA Show, PSE has developed three addi-
tional versions. All use an integral crank cocking system for easy loading
and a mechanical release style carrier that works in conjunction with a
braided Dyneema string loop and Whisker Biscuit rest.

Where the TAC 15 produced 402 fps with its long power stroke working
on a 155 pound peak weight, the TAC 10 is 3-1/4 inches shorter and 10
pounds lighter in peak weight. This 145 pound draw crossbow shoots its
special long arrows at 350 fps, meeting the speed limit imposed by
Michigan when it opened up archery seasons to crossbow hunters. Like the
TAC 15, it requires the buyer to supply an AR 15 rifle lower unit.

New TAC 15i and TAC 10i models come complete with tactically-inspired
stocks that accept all the same stock and trigger options you can use with
AR rifles.“With the original TAC 15 we were appealing to gun owners, espe-
cially the huge number of them who already owned AR firearms. With the
integrated versions we’re chasing the bow and crossbow markets,”
Kronengold commented. Reach PSE Archery by calling (520) 884-9065.
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FEATURES: 
> Patented Replaceable Insert
> 3-D Sculpted Deer Vitals
> 40 Target Zones
>  Rinehart Solid Self-Healing  

Foam w/ Easy Arrow Pull
> 2 Broadhead Sides
> 4 Field-Point Sides
> Rope Handle
>  Mounting Holes for  

Raised Shooting
> 16" x 16" x 13"

THE BEST ARCHERY TARGETS IN THE WORLD

PROUDLY MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Rinehart Targets is redefining the way archers practice their perfect shot with the incredibly versatile 
Rinehart RhinoBlock™ Target!  This ground-breaking new design is an industry first as it’s the only  

cube-shaped target on the market to feature a Rinehart patented locking insert — allowing shooters  
to simply replace the core if and when the target gets worn out, instead of purchasing a new target. 

And, that’s not all!  Rinehart continued to add to the target’s versatility by strategically fusing the best of 
three unique targets into the Rinehart RhinoBlock.  From broadhead and backyard practice to taking aim 
at life-like 3-D deer vitals — this multi-faceted target virtually eliminates the need for multiple targets.  

Patented  
Replaceable 

Insert

40 Target Zones

3-D Sculpting

Rope Handle

The Rinehart RhinoBlock™

Targets Redefined!
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Dr. Norman Wood of Mountaineer Sports repeatedly demonstrated the Rescue One CDS
system during the ATA Show, by stepping off and descending from a tall ladder stand. The
product he developed after his own near-fatal fall is a combination full body harness and
descender system. Thirty feet of high strength rope is coiled on the back of the vest, with one
end looped around a steel pin (see inset photo.) Kevlar webbing holds the rope in place and
the red webbing also acts as the brake. If your customer falls from his stand, he’ll be brought
to a gentle stop and then can pull the brake handle on the front of the vest to remove the pin
and lower himself gently to the ground.That’s important because hanging in a harness allows
blood to pool and cool in the legs, often leading to death from what’s known as suspension
trauma. The patented product costs no more than other premium hunting vests and is avail-
able through the Hudalla Associates Rep group at (218) 346-2734 or from Mountaineer Sports
at (877) 683-7678.

The  Red Hot accessory line from Parker Crossbows is now home to an accuracy enhanc-
ing Pin Point Scope. Paul Vaicunas said it is built on the large 30mm tube popular in Europe.
The knob facing the camera controls whether the laser etched glass reticle is red or green,
and how intense the light is. Since crossbow arrows typically have more arc in their flight
than compound arrows, the top-mounted turret is especially useful. You wrap it with a tape
based on the arrow speed, sight it in at 10 yards, then can dial in distances up to 80 yards
without having to hold above or below fixed aim points. Parker’s senior vice president said
the Pin Point Precision Turret Scope uses sturdy match-grade mounts and includes tapes for
arrow speeds from 285 to 380 fps, in 5 fps increments. The scope comes with a locking
diopter ring so you can adjust it to the user’s eyesight and the power varies from 1.25 to 4.
It will fit not only Parker crossbows but any crossbow that uses a 7/8 inch wide Weaver style
scope base. For more information on Red Hot accessories, call (540) 337-5426.

At left, Parker Compound Bows
President Rob Mason holds one of
three new crossbows from the Virginia
manufacturer. This Enforcer 160 has a
skeletal butt stock and polymer barrel,
helping keep weight to just 7.1 pounds.
For safety, Parker designed it with a
deep vented forearm and with both an
automatic safety and an anti dry-fire
device. The draw weight is 160 pounds,
producing arrow speeds of 300 fps. Five
different packages are available with
this model, varying by the optics, all the
way up to the Pin Point Scope detailed
above. Call (540) 337-5426 for pricing.

Jon Bach of AIM Outdoors hung a bow
from its Loc A Peep and then added a
weight to demonstrate how tight the vari-
able aperture peep locks in place with its
twin screws. This past year the firm added
three sizes of the
s o u n d - r e d u c i n g
Whisper Peep (see at
right) which like the
original mounts quickly
thanks to a no-serving
design. Find out more
at (908) 735-6111.
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Firenock has no sales representatives, so
Dorge Huang relies on these pro staff mem-
bers to help him man the large booth.
Members shown include Pete Angsten,
Robert Welsh, Dave Marcum, Forrest Breed-
love and Jeff Bailey. Dorge himself is in the
camo shirt near the center.

The Firenock team had plenty to talk about.
Dorge said dealers can now choose between
two battery types. The original, which will
work in temperatures down to minus 17
degrees, has a very powerful output but
comes with a 1 year shelf life. Firenock now
offers a long-life battery you can count on
even if stored up to three years, though the
power output is 70 percent of the original.

Firenock continues to sell two types of cir-
cuits. One for hunting and a second for target
that shuts off after 70 seconds of illumination.
For any target use and to guarantee the best durability in hunting
situations, the company offers Extreme Shock Battery End Caps. The

tiny machined and anodized caps are installed inside the arrow from
the nock end with adhesive and a tool (shown below left) that seats
them to the precise depth needed.The O-ring on the front of the cap
pushes the adhesive down the shaft to where it’s needed.

With six LED colors and nine nock shades, Firenock offers the
largest choice of styles. The light box Dave Marcum is holding is an
attention getting display that shows customers how different com-
binations will look on the arrow. The Aerovane II prop Jeff Bailey has
is a reminder that this Illinois manufacturer is also a supplier of
sophisticated fletching for high speed arrows.

For details of all the Firenock options, including Hydro Adaptors
for bowfishing, call (815) 780-1695.

23
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Shift your bow’s performance into high gear with the 2009 TripWire by Octane. This new
arrow rest stays in the up position longer, giving your arrow 12” of support, then drops within
three thousandths of a second for complete fletching clearance. The bow can be drawn and
let down while the rest’s launcher stays up. The TripWire is not rigidly coupled to the power
cable, ensuring that the draw cycle and let-off of the bow will not be affected.

Octane accessories are compatible with most bow brands. To learn more, jet to your local
archery retailer or connect online at www.fuelthehunt.com/dealers.

Octane is a proud sponsor of D3 Outdoors funny car.
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Doinker’s Bill Leven was displaying the latest carbon stabilizers including the
return of the Fatty series shown here. These models are .875 inches in diameter
and a new woven carbon matrix makes them 35 percent stiffer than before.
That’s important,“Doinker Bill” said because there’s a trend in competition to use
heavier weights and for that to work the stabilizer shouldn’t wobble.The firm has
also added new versions of the flat and flexible D.I.S.H. that Bill is holding, one
smaller than the original and one that’s a partial circle so it won’t block your
vision as you raise you bow on more distant targets.

Doinker hunting models have changed as well, away from the grenade-look-
ing “A-Bomb” style to a more compact shock-absorbing Doinker. These Doinker
Supreme models adjust for the amount of flex the user prefers, by turning the
threaded tips to compress or relax the Doinker element. Reach Doinker in
California by calling (661) 948-7900.

Ben Pearson President
Jeremy Blackmon (at
right) talks with Harvie
Johnson of U Need It
Archery about the new
Cadet youth bow. The
bow weighs just 2.25
pounds and goes from 17
to 27 inches in draw
length. Peak weight
ranges go from 20 to 40
and the lowest will adjust
down to 15 pounds.

Below, Pearson has
great pricing on the light-
weight Predator hunting
bow being shot here by pro staffer Ryan Springer. The 30 inch axle-to-axle bow
uses modules to adjust the single cam from 26-1/2 to 30-1/2 inches. It weighs
3.2 pounds on its own but you’ll want to check out the package that includes an
all-metal Copper John sight and drop-away rest. Reach Pearson Archery in
Brewton, Alabama by calling (251) 867-8980. Curt Erickson of C.W. Erickson’s demonstrates how the

Big Squeeze press works on everything from a 43 inch
axle-to-axle bow to a crossbow that’s just 16 inches
across.The press uses a winch to wind a strap that tilts the
spring-loaded end arms in.“It’s ugly as sin but I just had to
see how it works,” confided David Bowers (right) who
with Wayne McDonnell was shopping for French Creek
Outfitters of Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. Their pro shop
has already accumulated four different presses as they try
to handle the various bows and crossbows on the market.

Erickson has used feedback from dealers who own his
press to establish the initial width settings for different
models, and these charts really speed up how quickly you
can press and service a bow. For more information on
bow racks, presses and tuning aids, call the Minnesota
firm at (763) 682-3665.

Jay Miller of America’s Best Bowstrings holds one of the custom peep kits the firm is
selling so archers can have a color-matched peep, serving string and string loop to go
along with their America’s Best Bowstrings string and cable. The firm continues to offer a
one-year warranty against string rotation and creep for its
premium product, which is guaranteed to be within .010
inch of the bow manufacturer length specifications when
you take it from the package. The Ohio firm has added a
warranty against serving separation on the “best” product,
which retails for about $100 per set. Newer Rhino bow-
strings come with a 90 day warranty, are built at the same
plant and retail for about $60. Call (330) 893-7155.
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Bob Errett (left in photo at right) has stepped down as president
of Parker Compound Bows in favor of Rob Mason, who joined the
firm two years ago and worked with it three years prior to that as a
consultant. Errett, who continues as CEO and chairman, said it’s time
to turn the reigns over to someone younger who can bring fresh
ideas and can insure that Parker continues to look to the future.

Parker had no shortage of fresh ideas for the ATA show, where it
introduced four new vertical bows. Mason is holding the Inferno, a 31
inch model that’s packed with high end features like a roller style
cable guard, integral string and adjustable string stop. The Inferno
One Cam covers 26 to 31 inches of draw length and despite the gen-
erous 7-1/2  inch brace height the bow shoots 320 fps. The best fea-
ture may be the price, just $499 MAP (minimum advertised price).

Errett said he has been in archery long enough to remember
when bows were 20 inches longer than the 28-inch Ambusher Z28
he’s holding. He also remembers the Parker Ultra-Lite 31 was a
groundbreaker in its own day and helped lead the industry toward
short bows. With the increasing popularity of ground blinds Parker
figured the time was right for a new ultra-short model. With an MAP
of $599, the new bow offers a choice of two camo patterns, one
designed for the woods (Next G-1 Vista) and one for the shadows (A-
TACS).

For a catalog detailing all the new bows and crossbows, reach
Parker in Virginia at (540) 337-5426.

Hi-Tek Sports Products is stepping beyond the powder-filled sta-
bilizers it has offered for years to introduce all-polymer models under
the VOID series. B.J. Evans (shown at far right with Donnie Fleet) said
the 3 inch and 5 inch models are built with a Vibration Obstructing
Intercepting Damper,hence the VOID name.The material stays flexible
and active in cold weather so it is also being used to mold string sup-

pressor cushions,
cable guard rod
dampeners and
string silencers.
Reach the Virginia
firm by calling
(540) 921-4888.

Shrewd Archery has found a new way to
demonstrate its skill at machining metal. In addi-
tion to stabilizers, stabilizer accessories and cus-
tom grips the firm headed by Kevin Shrewsbury
has developed these all aluminum hitch covers.
Camo, black and gleaming diamond plate ver-
sions are available in many popular designs.
There is no minimum order, and they are
designed to retail for $49.

Reach Shrewd Archery in Virginia by calling
(540) 389-8609.

The staff of Outdoor Business Network made it easy to understand the options in
dealer web sites by displaying actual samples on the large flat panel screen. Aaron Fetter
(shown with petite Erin Lanham) said what goes on behind the screen is pretty sophisti-
cated. Some customers are set up with a “blind shipping” feature that lets them ship the
product themselves or forward it to a participating distributor to fulfill the order.The deal-
er sites are actually linked to the distributor’s inventory tracking computers, so the dealer
sites can reflect how many of each item are available for shipping. After the set-up fee,
monthly service fees are as low as $199. Find out more by calling (800) 699-0820.
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www.dartonarchery.com 
800.356.6522  

sales@dartonarchery.com   
989.728.4231

**Tested at IBO specs, 70lbs @ 30” w/5grain of arrow weight per peak weight of bow.
DualSync Cam System to be covered under patent 6,990,970 B1
BNSS covered under patent 5,720,269
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Darton’s new Serpent Crossbow is dramatically more compact
than the high power Darton Lightning Bruce Plude is holding at far
right.The Lightning will continue to satisfy customers who want raw
speed and knock-down power, thanks to it generating 140 foot

pounds of kinetic energy.
The Serpent Ted Harpham
(left in photo at right) is
holding should be much
easier to handle in tree-
stands and blinds however,
because it’s under 20 inches
axle-to-axle. The Lightning is
known for its excellent trig-
ger feel and that same unit is
being used in the mid-
priced Serpent. Darton
President Rex Darlington
designed the Serpent with a
170 pound peak weight that
works with a 13 inch power
stroke to produce 315 fps
with a 425 grain arrow.

At left, Kevin Beach holds
the new Darton Pro3800,
which is using laminated
split limbs rather than the

solid limbs Darton has long favored. Darlington designed a new
DualSync cam system that helps rocket arrows to 345-350 fps.
Harpham described the bow as a muscle bow with manners, since it
offers 80 percent letoff and has a valley in the draw cycle.“If you hap-
pen to creep at all it doesn’t pull your arm out of the socket, which is
a problem with other muscle bows.”Modules mean a single bow can
fit customers from 25 to 31 inches in draw length.

Darton equips the Pro3800 with dual string stoppers and vibra-
tion dampeners on the split limbs. For a copy of the firm’s 60th
anniversary catalog, call (989) 728-4231.

Scorpion Venom’s John Logalbo (left) grabbed the attention of
Michigan retailer Jason Woodby by spinning an idler wheel after
applying the company’s Cam & Serving lube.The lubricant repels wax
and dirt as well as dramatically reducing friction. “Our Polymeric
Bowstring Fluid won’t attract grit like a wax would,and it really makes
the bowstring colors pop,” he said. Logalbo said the company’s most
popular product is a Target Arrow Release Fluid, which needs just a
dab on the target point to do its job.

Speaking of dabs, the formulating chemists at Scorpion Venom are
introducing Dab-A-Deer Scents, where a urine-based lure is encapsu-
lated within a wax stick for long life and ease of application. The lure
comes in a handy twist-up tube. Call (651) 553-8609 to learn more.

Chris Hemmerly and Steve Gruber were part of the team repre-
senting Heartland Wildlife Institute on the Columbus show floor.
Chris is holding Plot Protect, a granular product used to repel deer
while a food plot is getting established. The box holds four pouches
that can be placed on stakes at the corners, along with 60 ounces of

slow-release predator scent in a granular form, for sprin-
kling along the perimeter. Gruber has the company’s Rack
Maker, a blend of alfalfas and clovers with enough seeds
to plant half an acre. Heartland is emphasizing its high
seed count, Gruber said, since some competitors are bulk-
ing up their product with clay coatings. Just check the
guaranteed analysis on the back, he urged retailers. “The
inert matter in ours is less than half a percent. One of our
leading competitors has 34.5 percent inert matter.
Another third of what’s in that bag is Crimson Clover, an
annual clover that won’t come back the second year. Our
mix is all perennial seed, over two million seeds per half
acre bag.”
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Archery’s world-wide appeal is well-reflected at the ATA show. Here Oleg
Poluboyarov and Valentin Darkhanov (right) of Arcoclub in Russia check out the
latest Alien models from the Rytera line built at the Martin Archery plant. The
Alien X, a 31.5 inch bow, has been joined by the 36 inch Alien Z for 3-D shooters
and those hunters who prefer the stability of a
longer bow. In between in length is the new 34
inch Alien Nemesis, available in draw lengths
down to 25 inches if you order the smaller Hybrix
1.5 hybrid cam system. That cam and the larger
Hybrix 2.0 are performance dual cam systems
with rotating modules. All three bows also come
in a Tranz Cam single cam version. They share a
distinctive alien look to the riser, as if it has been
grown rather than machined. For more on the
Rytera line, call (509) 529-2554.

Dave Spencer of Red’s
Sport Shop looks over a
new archery release
developed by Timney
Triggers, famous in the
gun market for its fine
after-market and OEM
triggers. With him are
Kevin Dee (center) and
Tom Vehr of Timney
Triggers. The 60-year-old
firm connects head and
strap with a flexible ball
style, rubber covered stem that can be clipped to
length in 1/4 inch increments over a 1-3/4 inch
range. This first model features a top grain
cowhide wrist strap and is designed to retail for
$89.95. Reach Timney Triggers in Phoenix, Arizona by calling (602) 274-2999.

Chuck Jordan and Mike Shaffer of TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies were helping to introduce the new Wicked
Ridge Crossbow line. Jordan, the director of business
development, said the brand was added as a way for the
Ohio firm to introduce simple, entry level models that
could be made from a mix of components sourced from
the U.S. and overseas. Engineering Manager Shaffer
designed them around a lightweight glass-filled
polypropylene stock like the sample he’s holding, a stock
whose aluminum reinforcement rod runs all the way from
the riser to the trigger box to provide a very solid foun-
dation for the crossbows.

Two models will be available initially, both using the 3.5
pound PowerTouch Trigger TenPoint is known for. The
hand drawn Warrior has a 165 pound draw weight and
285 fps arrow speed. The Invader carries a suggested
price $100 higher, at $499, but includes an ACU-52 rope
style cocking aid built into the stock. It also has a higher
180 pound draw weight and can generate 305 fps. The

ACU-52 can also be easily
mounted to the Warrior
by the dealer or by the
customer.

To learn more about
becoming a Wicked Ridge
retailer, call the Ohio firm
at (330) 628-9245.

Scott Eastman (left) and Max Maupin of Human Energy Concealment
Systems (HECS) helped to introduce a new clothing technology during the ATA
Show. The camo clothing utilizes a electrically conductive grid of carbon fibers
(see photo below right) to contain electrical impulses emanating from the
heart, nerves and muscles. Those impulses could be what’s alerting the “sixth
sense” game animals often seem to have. Winners Choice Bowstrings founder
Mike Slinkard is behind the new firm, and said while wearing the clothing on a
trip to Africa this past year he astounded the professional hunters by being able
to repeatedly stalk wary game that’s normally hunted from blinds. Eastman had
his own whitetail experiences to relate and the package Maupin has cites a uni-
versity study where game animals came much closer to an observer wearing
this clothing than to the same stationary observer dressed in conventional

camo. You can
find out more
and request
video evidence
on a loop tape
for store use  by
calling (541)
575-HECS.
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Developed for serious bow hunters that demand only the best and 
most useful, this system captures your arrow tightly until the bow 
is pulled, as the bow releases the arrow the rest acts as a 
conventional fall away. There are 2 different 
systems available.

The Kazaway 10.0 and Mathews Vital 
drop use a spring to bring the arrow rest 

down after 2 to 3 inches of arrow travel, 
while MVP (Magnetic Vital Drop) uses the 

force of the bow and guides the arrow on the 
launcher for 16 to 25 inches, 

and uses magnets to 
raise the arrow.

Producers of the Most Advanced Outdoor Accessories.

It Is The Most Innovative and Useful Sighting 
System and Full Capture Fall Away Arrow Rest 

Used by Many Successful Bow Hunters

DD vellopedd ffor se irious bbow hhunters hthat ddem

Shaft Clamping Full Capture Fall Away Arrow Rest

133 Venture Court, Suite 140 • Lexington, KY 40511
Phone: (859) 253-1003 • Fax: (859)253-1008

www.4maxgear.com • www.vitalgear.net

Angular Pin 
Sights
If you are looking for a 
sight that separates you 
apart and magnifies your 
success ratio stop looking. The 
pin posts disappear as you focus on the target. The pins 
glow in the dark and possess the brightest fiber and 
extra bright rings; includes a light reduction ring.

Available in 1, 3, 4, 5 pins, the pro series includes a pin 
guard to protect the fibers against all external elements.

Producers of the Most Advanced Outdoor AccessoriesP

See us in the Vital Gear Booth at
ATA / NBS / NABA / Sports Inc. & Kinsey Show
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Toxonics’ Scott Slates is using some Chinese-made components to be able to offer
“meat and potatoes hunting sights, retailing for $40 to $70, with big margins.” The new
Wranger Series from Toxonics uses straight fiber optics that are easy to replace. The pin
guards are molded with a brass insert for solid mounting.The Wrangler 3 Pin Micro Adjust
he holds dispenses with the tool-free lockdowns and click stops you might find in a high-
er-end micro adjust sight, yet gives hunters a basic micro adjust for windage and eleva-
tion along with an easy to handle $64 price tag. For more information, reach Toxonics in
Missouri at (573) 436-5130.

Mike Hoadley of Hunter’s
Niche had a sampling of the
company’s traditional bows
and its new quiver on display
at the ATA Show. The
Michigan firm has been
building bows for 20 years
and this year is offering an
elegant commemorative
edition of the popular
Predator recurve designed
by Ron Pittsley. The Predator
recurves can be had in 58, 60
and 62 inch lengths, while
longbows designed by
Pittsley come 62 or 64 inch-
es.The youth model Predator
is a 52 inch recurve made in
25 to 29 pound draw
weights. It comes in your
choice of a blue camo or
pink camo based on a Realtree Hardwoods pattern.The suggested retail price is $149.99.

While Hunter’s Niche will build adult custom bows from a wide selection of exotic
woods, Hoadley said the most popular combinations and weights are kept in stock so
many dealer orders can be filled promptly. In addition to bows, the firm is a major builder
of Flemish twist bowstrings and its new two piece quiver is surprisingly affordable, just
$59.99 at retail. While the quiver comes ready to hold seven arrows, the fact that the
arrow grippers are mounted individually mean you can slim it down to carry five or even
three. Reach Hunter’s Niche by calling (989) 984-0838.

Donnie Pickard
from Precis ion
Archery in Bridge
City, Texas, places an order for a case of the new
Rattlebox calls from Back Mountain Outdoor
Products. The 11-ounce call straps to your leg or
a tree and the part you move to mimic bucks
sparring is shock corded so you can let go and
use your optics or your weapon with no hesita-
tion. Rattlebox designed the calls to produce the
same frequency sounds as a set of real antlers,
and offers a two-year warranty and spare tubing.
Reach the company by calling (570) 674-5500.

Shooting Staff Director Andy Hardee of Victory Archery illustrated the wide range of
shafts available by showing us the X-Killer in 27/64 inch size and the slim Nano Force
whose outside diameter is just half that dimension. You can choose glue-in points or
outserts for the Nano Force, popular for long range field archery shooting. The line-cut-
ting X-Killer comes only in a stiff 200 spine, so you tune it by varying point weight.
Victory has both 100 grain and 150 grain points for the X-Killer, both accepting addi-
tional weights at the rear. Reach Victory Archery in California by calling (866) 934-6565.
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Kowa Brand Inspires Outdoor 
Enthusiasts Around the World.

Square-Up from Lightning
Bowstrings proves a visual refer-
ence to eliminate bow hand torque,
which Michael Scaniffe maintains is
the most common shooter error. The
2 inch square frame holds twin .030
inch vertical pins you use to bracket
your front sight pins. The manufac-
turer has models that fit the quiver
mounting holes of hunting sights as
well as models designed to fit under
the dovetail mounting blocks of
bows equipped with target sights.
Reach the Connecticut firm by call-
ing (860) 663-3949.

Elite Archery was one of the booths visit-
ed by Missouri retailers Janet and Bryan
Jenkins of Aaron’s Archery.  Janet shoots the
GT500 she’s holding with Cuda cams to fit
her 25-1/2 inch draw length, says she loves
the accuracy she gets with the bow and has
won some 3-D tournaments with it.

We photographed Elite Engineer Mike
Derus below, holding the new Judge. It uses
a new modular two-track Binary Cam and
will top out at 343-347 fps IBO. You can stock
it in any of three finishes in peak weights
from 50 to 90 pounds. Derus is next to the
generous Elite warranty, which covers the
bow whether purchased new or used. Elite
also offers a free loaner bow if any bow dam-
age threatens an upcoming hunt.

Find out more about becoming an Elite
Archery dealer by calling (877) 503-5483.
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Goat Tuff Products President Jerry Smith has been expanding
the product line with the help of his sons including the eldest, David,
shown demonstrating the firm’s new fletching. David said the Opti-
Vanes use a soft black base that works great with the firm’s Goat Tuff
instant adhesive. Since the base is black, it’s easy for those fletching
to see that they have applied a thin, uniform film. The fin portion is
co-extruded by Norway Industries of a more rigid plastic for great
steering control even at high speeds.

The Goat Tuff adhesive the firm started with comes in four pack-
age sizes. The 7 gram bottle is primarily for retail sale, and should do
seven dozen arrows. A half ounce bottle will fletch 30 dozen and of
course the 1 and 2 ounce bottles are handy in higher volume opera-
tions. A few weeks before the ATA Show the Goat Tuff team devel-
oped a time-saving Goat Tuff Glue Stand which holds the glue at the
ready (see below) so no air fills the tip between use.You’ll also find a
Vane Debonder and a Shaft Cleaner
so good company representatives
demonstrate it by cleaning 10-30
motor oil off a shaft, then fletching it.

Reach Goat Tuff Products in Arizona
by calling (520) 742-1701.

Lakewood Products
has new double cases in the
Bowfile series. Ron Hartlund
tipped one on end so we
could see how the bows
would slip down from the
top into the padded com-
partments. These cases
appeal to target shooters
and those heading on
extended hunts, he com-
mented, since both types of
customers will typically
carry a back-up bow.

The clear-paneled dis-
play case next to Hartlund
shows how the Bowfile sin-
gle cases (in 37, 41 and 45
inch lengths) can accom-
modate bows with the
quiver attached.The display
is available for store use and
Hartlund said that silent
sales aid alone may boost
sales by 25 percent. Reach
him at the Wisconsin firm at
(800) 872-8458.

Lorpen is targeting sporting goods
stores and archery pro shops with
sophisticated new socks that employ a
permanent odor blocking component
called STOP. Bruce Barrows said STOP
is still 98 percent effective at blocking
perspiration odor after 100 washings.
This display, available to dealers, offers
a lightweight liner, a mid-weight crew
sock and a heavy, 15-inch sock (on the
foot display). A fourth option is a
combo pack that teams the liner with
the over-the-calf sock for severe
weather use. Lorpen socks offer gener-
ous margins of above 50 percent and
are now sold in more than 80 countries
world-wide. Reach the firm’s sales
office in Ontario at (416) 335-8200.

Breath-Taker’s Garry Kirshner obligingly ripped
open one of his products so we could photograph
the innards. The pouch at right contains five camo-
finished activated carbon masks, each good for
between 24 and 48 hours of use. The individual
masks are sealed to maintain their freshness.The car-
bon is inside a filtering material whose 5 micron
pores trap any dust. The camo cover is a sterilized
polypropylene that’s both hypoallergenic to prevent
skin irritation and hydrophobic so it won’t hold water
or frost. Reach the Ontario firm at (519 652-2180.
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Craig Hahn was helping to promote the Superlite boots
at the ATA Show. These boots are molded from a light-
weight EVA polymer and have an energy-returning
Hexacore plate in the sole. The vertical ridges help channel
air around the foot. The heel, arch support and toe box are
designed for the snug fit needed for extended walking.
Hunting models include the Sport and the Xenon, which
incorporates a gaiter to keep out snow or seed burrs. Reach
the New York sales office at (800) 333-0895 or the Nebraska
office by calling (866) 663-6825.

Frigid Forage’s John Barsody spoke
with Merle Shoemaker (right) of Al & Bob’s
Sports, Grand Rapids, Michigan. The dis-
play included clear bags of the most pop-
ular food plot mixes from this Minnesota
firm. Barsody said he buys only first quali-
ty, uncoated seed and plans to revamp his
packaging (left) to include a clear panel so
customers can see what’s inside. Call (320)
532-5020 to learn more.
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Pete Rickard’s continues to introduce new lures like the Bucks
Gone Wild in squeeze and spray bottles shown here. Indian Buck
Spell and Buck Zone were also introduced this past year. We know
most retailers are familiar with the
scents so asked Josh Cole and
David Hurlbert (far right) to pick
up a couple of other products.
Cole is holding the Squeez-O-
Matic, a push-button turkey call.
Hurlbert has the Bumble Bee, a
new gun rest in the ProTekTor line
that incorporates a handle for
easy carrying of the sand-filled
leather unit. Reach the New York
firm by calling (518) 234-2731.

Most mannequins are designed to show off clothing, but Mannequins
International offers a line of sports orientated models that can hold guns, bows
and fishing rods.You can use lightweight gear props available from the firm or have
hands modified to hold just about any actual equipment you want to display. Ian
Hall said many studies show how mannequins can boost sales for a retailer. These
are designed, made, and if necessary repaired at the firm’s Florida plant. For a cata-
log detailing the hunting and fishing styles call (954) 781-4818.

Are you looking
for the ultimate deer
scouting approach?
The Dragonfly by
Buckeye Recreation
stays aloft for hours
at 30 mph, using an
efficient four stroke
engine and a para-
chute style wing. Bill
Clemens dressed this
one in camo for the
ATA show. Reach him
at (608) 280-1476.

Ozonics is one of several firms
using electronics to kill hunter
odor. This firm has two battery
powered units now, one sized for
blinds or a more powerful one,
the HR 200, that has a setting for
blinds and a stronger setting for
treestands. As the Illustration
Dennis Fink is standing by shows,
the Ozonics units put out a cur-
tain of ozone between the hunter
and his prey. “When your human
odor hits the ozone it converts it
to a piece of particulate salt,
which drops to the ground.” The
12-volt rechargeable battery
powers the HR 200 for four hours
in the higher treestand setting.
Reach Ozonics at (979) 285-2400.

Sales Manager Randy Wood held the latest
TenPoint Crossbow Technologies model by the
Wheel of Deals used to bring more traffic to the
booth. As dealers placed their orders they’d spin to
see what they would win, everything from a free T-
shirt to free ACUdraw 50s on each model they’d
ordered. The Turbo XLT uses a lightweight molded
stock and barrel and is only 13.5 inches, axle-to-axle, in
the cocked position. The 180 pound draw weight
helps generate 92 foot pounds of energy and arrow
speeds of 315 fps. For a catalog detailing all the
TenPoint and 6 Point models call (330) 628-9245.
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